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This paper is concerned with the general problem of “factoring” 
a homotopy commutative mapping square [as shown in (I. 1) below] and 
with obstructions to such a factorization. This problem includes the 
extension problem for mappings, the lifting and relative lifting problem 
in fiber spaces, the deformation or compression problem, the so-called 
“right” and “left” factorization problems of (23) etc. The obstruction 
theory presented here will then unify and generalize the classical 
obstruction theories for these separate problems. 
The ultimate aim of all obstruction theory is the very difficult goal of 
explicitly computing obstructions, presumably from the cohomology 
invariants associated with mappings (i.e., induced homomorphisms, 
cohomology operations, functional operations, etc.). If our mapping 
square can be factored in dimension (rz - l), in an appropriate sense, 
then this goal becomes the computation of the obstruction 0’” to factoring 
in the next higher dimension. 
This 0’” is at least partly determined by the homomorphism f * of 
cohomology groups in dimension n induced by the horizontal maps of 
* National Science Foundation Senior Postdoctoral Fellow. A portion of this work 
was done under NSF Grant GP 6556. 
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the mapping square. The central purpose of the present paper is to 
prove a formula which makes explicit this relationship between 8” and f *. 
As it turns out, this formula shows how f * is completely determined 
by 0; a companion formula expresses the induced homomorphism of 
homotopy groups f# similarly in terms of On. In the usual way, we also 
consider the obstruction to a homotopy of two factorizations and get, 
as a corollary, formulas showing how this obstruction determines the 
difference homomorphisms of cohomology and homotopy groups arising 
from the two factorizations. 
A large part of the paper ($43-6) is devoted to a variety of properties, 
special cases, examples and applications of our main formulas. Some of 
these are new, some known. Our chief purpose in these sections is to 
exhibit our formulas as a natural unifying tool for the study of many 
problems in algebraic topology. 
In particular, since the proofs of these formulas are completely 
elementary in character, they even provide a simple, single demonstration 
of all the classical “primary obstruction” results for extensions, liftings, 
homotopies, etc. (see III and IV of 94). For example, from this point 
of view, the Hopf mapping theorem and the primary condition for a 
cross-section in a fiber space (in terms of the transgression of the 
fundamental class of the fiber), as well as the Hurewicz isomorphism 
theorem and others, are immediately contained in Theorem 1.14. 
This seems then a very natural way to approach these classical results. 
Incidentally, our version of the relative Hurewicz isomorphism theorem 
(93) makes no hypothesis on the fundamental group and is more general 
than what appears to be in the literature; as a consequence, it also gives 
a very easy way of showing the existence of a Thorn class in a sphere 
bundle [see (5.21)]. 
We remark finally that the results of the present paper suggest a general 
subject for investigation, what might be called the “inverse problem” of 
obstruction theory. This is to express also the deeper cohomology 
invariants of our mapping square (those arising from functional 
operations) explicitly in terms of obstructions to a factorization of the 
square. This is presumably a sequence of problems, i.e., for primary 
operations, secondary, etc. Results in this direction would be of intrinsic 
interest and have many applications, and they would surely shed light 
also on the general “direct” problem of computing obstructions. 
I would like to express here my gratitude to Hans Samelson for a 
number of helpful conversations concerning the material below. 
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1. The Main Formulas 
We suppose we are given a diagram of spaces1 and mappings (shown 











When (1.1) is commutative, i.e., /3fo = fia, we shall always assume @J 
to be the stationary homotopy. 
We are interested in whether or not there exists a map (shown by the 
dotted arrow) factoring this diagram in the following sense. 
Definition 1.2. By an n-factorization of the diagram (1.1) we shall 
mean a map2 
f’:Xn+ 1 (1.3) 
and two homotopies 
Y:AA”-1x1-y giving f .  g f ‘a in dim(n - l), (1.4) 
A:PxI+B giving ,6ff’ E fi in dim n, (1.5) 
such that if @’ : An-l x I -+ B is the homotopy of /3fo to fim in dim(n - 1) 
gotten by juxtaposing /3Y with fl(ol x l), then 
CD’ gg @ rel(A x OUA x 1) (1.6) 
An co-fuctorixation will be called simply a factorization of (1.1). 
The reason for the occurrence of n - 1 in (1.4) and n in (1.5) will 
become clear from the proof of Lemma 7.1 later. 
The symbol 0 will be used to denote a given homomorphism of 
fundamental groups: ITT~(X) + Z-~(Y) which is compatible with the 
1 All spaces in this paper are pathwise connected and have a base point *, and all 
maps and homotopies are to preserve base points; we shall suppress the base point in the 
notation, e.g., for homotopy groups, unless it is needed. 
2 We assume throughout that A and X are CW-complexes and that OL is a cellular 
map; a superscript n denotes the n-skeleton. 
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diagram (1.1) in the sense that, if 01# ,fO# , etc., denote induced homo- 
morphisms of fundamental groups, then 801, = fog , p,e = fr+, . 
We shall generally require that the factorization map f’ induce a 
specified 0. 
The following proposition is an easy consequence of the homotopy 
extension property for a CW-pair and the homotopy lifting property in 
fiber spaces; we omit proof. It [especially part (c)] contains most cases 
of principal interest to us. 
Proposition 1.7. Suppose /3f,, = ficx in (1.1). Then, for each of the 
three cases listed below, there is an n-factorization of (1 .l) [inducing e] 
if and only if there exists a map f ’ : Xn + Y [inducing e] satisfying the 
conditions speciJed here. 
(a) For 01 = inclusion: f ‘01 = f. on A”; pf' g fi (rel A) in dim n. 
(b) For /3 = Jibration: f ‘a G fO (fiber homotopy) in dim(n - 1); 
/Sf’ = fi on Xn. 
(c) For 01 = inclusion and /3 = fibration: f ‘a = fO on A*; /If’ = fi 
on Xn. 
Remark 1.8. For A = *, our problem is called the “right factorization 
problem,” for B = * the “left factorization problem”; see (13). 
Let 0 be a given compatible homomorphism: nr(X) + rr(Y) and let 
OOn denote the nth obstruction (n > 2) to the existence of a factorization 
of (1 .l) inducing 8. We shall specify the definition we are using in $2 
below. It will be a subset of P(cY; 8%,(@), where we are using the 
Eckmann-Hilton notation for the cohomology and homotopy of a map. 
For our purposes, if X, is the mapping cylinder of 01 then cohomology 
and homotopy of 01 mean cohomology and homotopy of the pair (XU, A); 
similarly for /3 and the pair (B, , Y). The coefficient group here is to be 
understood in the sense of local coefficients; that is, rr,(/3) is naturally 
a local group3 at the base point in Y and 8 induces it then as a local 
group in X or X, (taking rr(X) = nr(XJ), which we denote 0*7r&3). 
The relevance of this ~9,~ for the factorization problem is given by the 
following proposition, proved in $7 below. 
3 We call G a “local group” at * in Y if nl( Y) operates on G, i.e., if G is a Z[m,( Y)]- 
module. For a detailed discussion of local groups, local systems of groups and the co- 
homology over them, see (7), $93, 5. 
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Proposition 1.9. There exists an n-factorization of (1 .I) inducing 0 
if and only if 0 E 0)81L. 
We need next a definition which will play a central role in our formulas 
and in all that follows. 
Definition 1.10. Let (IV, D) be a topological pair and let cn be any 
element of H”( IV, D; G) where n > 2 and G is a local group at the base 
point in W. Then we define a homomorphism 
c##n : rn(w, D) ---f G (1.11) 
as follows. Given an element 7 E nTL( W, D), let it be represented by a 
map g, : (I?, 9-r) -+ (IV, 0) and define c #n(y) to be (y*P)(h,J where 
h, is the generator of H,(IP, 9-r; 2) given by the orientation of 
(I?, 9-l). Clearly we have 
1.12. If G is an ordinary coeJicient group (.rr, operates trivially), then 
C#n is just the Hurewicz homomorphism rT1( W, D) --j H,( W, D; 2) 
composed with the element of Hom(H,( W, D; 2); G) determined by P. 
We consider this now for the case where (W, D) is the pair (B, , Y). 
Because of the inclusion of Y in B, , we may regard G also as a local 
group at * in Y; we have already noted that r,(p) is naturally a local 
group there and it is easily seen that C/ : r,(p) + G is a homomorphism 
of local groups. Given 8, as above, 0 induces both n,(p) and G as local 
groups at * in X, which we denote O*,,(p) and O*G, and the c#~ of (1 .l 1) 
is again clearly a homomorphism of these as local groups. Hence, it 
induces a homomorphism for all k: 
c”* : H”(ol; 0*,(/3)) - H”(ol; O*G). (1.13) 
Finally, let f denote the triple {f,, , fi , @} from (1.1) or, if (1 .l) is 
commutative, just { f0 , fi}. Th en this f  induces a homomorphism 
f  * : H’“(/3; G) 4 H%(cx; 8*G) for any local group G and a homomorphism 
f# : n,(a) + r,(p); see 92 for definitions. The formulas we want are 
given by the following theorem which we shall prove in 97. 
Theorem 1.14. Let n > 2 and suppose @in is nonvoid. Then, for any 
cn E H”(/3; G), 
f  *p = p Q = * 8’ (1.15) 
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For any un E 0,” C P(Lu; e*,,(fi)) and any rl E ~~(a), 
f#(d = U#W (1.16) 
where u#~ : z-,(a) + rr,(/3) is defined as in (1.10). 
There is a corresponding theorem for homotopies which follows 
from this. However, since the notion of a homotopy of two factorizations 
of (1.1) is somewhat cumbersome in the general case, we shall consider 
it only for the situation which is of most interest, namely (c) of 
Proposition 1.7. 
We suppose then that OT is an inclusion and /3 a fibration in (l.l), that 
f',f": X+ Y satisfyf’ cy. = f “a = f. and pf' = pf n = fi , and that 
f; = f; = e : 7rl(X) + rrr( Y). By a homotopy off’ to f “, as factoriza- 
tions, we shall mean one which is constant on A and which projects, 
under /3, to a constant homotopy in B. 
We shall define in $2 the subset @(f ‘, f “) C H”(X, A; 8*rr,+,(/l)), 
the nth obstruction (n > 1) to a homotopy of the factorizations f’ and f”. 
We shall also define, in 92, two “difference homomorphisms”: 
(f’ A f”)* : H”+l(fi; G) -+ H”(X, A; B*G) 
for any local group G in BB ; and 
(1.17) 
(f’ A f”h : ?z(x, A) - %+I@). (1.18) 
[These contain the usual notion of difference homomorphism, e.g., 
(f’ -f”)* : H”(Y, G) + Hn(X, A; 8*G); see (2.14) and (2.16) below.] 
The following proposition is an immediate corollary of Proposition 1.9 
and the definition of @(f ‘, f “) (see Definition 2.8 below): 
Proposition 1.19. There is an n-homotopy of the factorixations f’ 
andf”ifandonZyifOE@(f’,f”). 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.14 we shall prove: 
Theorem 1.20. Let n > 1 and suppose On( f ‘, f “) is nonvoid. Then, 
for any cn+l E Hnf1(/3; G), 
(f’ A f”)*Cn+’ = C;“@(f’,f”). 
For any un E On( f ‘, f “) and any r) E r,(X, A) 
tf’ * f”hv = %‘+h 
(1.21) 
(1.22) 
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The proofs of Proposition 1.9 and Theorems 1.14 and 1.20 are 
deferred to the last section, $7. The definitions of obstructions and of 
induced homomorphisms of cohomology and homotopy will be found 
in $2. The remaining sections, $53-6, are (as already noted) devoted to 
examples, applications, etc. 
A special case of (1.21) was used in (9). Other special cases are treated 
in recent papers (14) and (1.5); see footnotes 4 and 5. The paper (14) 
also gives another approach to the definition of obstructions. 
2. Definitions of Obstructions and Induced Homomorphisms 
In order to define COBn, the nth obstruction to a factorization of (1.1) 
inducing 8, where n > 2 and 9 is as in $1, we introduce the (reduced) 
mapping cylinders X, and B, of cy and p. That is, we take X, to be 
(A x 1) u X with the identification (a, 1) = a(u) and (*, t) = L$ *) = * 
for all t; similarly for B, . We identify A and Y as the subspaces A x 0 
and Y x 0. 
We have then the commutative diagram arising from (1.1): 
‘0 
A - Y 
(2.1) 
where i,, and il are inclusions and we set 
f&Y t) = (h(a), 2% O,(t<&, aEA, 
fka, t) = @(a, 2 - 11, &t<l, aEA, (2.2) 
f&4 = f&% XEX. 
Note that (Xa , A) is now a CW-pair. Note also that if UI is an inclusion, 
then the cohomology and homotopy of (X, , A) may be identified with 
that of (X, A) ( un d er a natural isomorphism) and we shall always do so 
[e.g., for (2.6) below]. 
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Our definition of eon is that it shall be the nth obstruction to a defor- 
mation of fi into Y relative to A and inducing 0; see (2), $4.4. We assume 
n > 2 throughout since the problem is elementary for n < 2. 
Explicitly, then, we consider all maps F : X, + B, such that F s fi 
(rel A), F(X,12-l u A) C Y, and F 1 X,-l induces 0 : ri(X,) -+ ni(Y); 
[recall that ri(X) = z-i(X F or any oriented n-cell u in X, with 
boundary k, F maps (a, b) into (BB , Y) and hence assigns to u an 
element of r,(p). This defines a cochain in C”(X, , A; z-&3)) which is 
in fact a cocycle [(2), p. 1871 and therefore determines a cohomology 
element. The set of all such cohomology elements for all maps F is 
defined to be the obstruction &Jon C Hn(,; n&3)). 
The discussion as given above and in (2) applies only for the n-simple 
case, i.e., where ri(Y) operates trivially on r&3). In general this operation 
is non-trivial and B induces then an operation of ni(X,) on v,(,!?) giving 
rise to the local group 0*7-r,(p) in X, . The theory extends completely to 
this general case by the methods of (7) with no substantial change and 
the same definition as above now yields 0,” C Hn(ol; e*n,(/3)). We have 
then: 
Lemma 2.3. There exists a map F’ : Xan + Y, inducing 8, with 
i,F’ e fi (rel A) in dim n if and only if 0 E 0,“. 
This is proved in (2), $4.4. The proof there is for the n-simple case, 
but the modifications needed for the general case are the same as those 
given in (7). Details are left to the reader. 
Note that this F’ gives us an n-factorization of (2.1). The proof that 
this is equivalent to the existence of an n-factorization of (1. l), and hence 
the proof of Proposition 1.9, will be given in Lemma 7.1 in 97 below. 
We can now define also the homomorphisms f * andf# of Theorem 1.14, 
where f denotes the triple {f. , fi , @}, by using the map fi of (2.1). 
We are given a local group G at * in B, and we may regard it, by restric- 
tion, as a local group in Y; under 0 : z-JX,) --+ rri(Y) this gives rise to 
the local group 8*G at * in X, . Because of the hypothesis that 0 is 
compatible with (1.1) (see $1) it follows that e*G is just the local group 
in X, induced from G by fi . Hence, we set 
f* =fi* : H"(,9; G)-+ EP(a; O*G), (2.4) 
f# =fz# : 44 - %n(B). (2.5) 
In standard cases, e.g., as in Proposition 1.7, these reduce to the familiar 
induced homomorphisms. 
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Let us look next at the homotopy of two factorizations of (1. l), where 
a: is an inclusion and p a fibration. We suppose f' and f N are as in $1 
[just preceding (1.17)] and we consider the diagram 
OO P Pq-J = gf$-J 
(2.6) 
, !  !  
-- 
X g, B 
where X = X x I, 2 = A x I u X x 0 u X x 1 and D+, is the 
inclusion; g, is defined by g,(x, t) = fr(~) and g, by g,(x, 0) = f’(x), 
g&, 1) = f”(x), g,(a, t> = fO(4 for a E A. 
A homotopy off’ to f’ is then a map g’ : x + Y such that g’ol, = g, , 
Iv = g1 ; an n-homotopy is such a g’ defined only on the (n + l)- 
skeleton of X. By Proposition 1.7(c), a homotopy [n-homotopy] off’ 
to f fl exists if and only if diagram (2.6) admits a factorization [(n + l)- 
factorization]. 
We may identify xl(X) with nr(X) and use 6’ also as a homomorphism: 
rr(X) + rl( Y). Since A is assumed to be pathwise connected, it is easily 
seen that 0 is compatible with diagram (2.6); it is clear also that the 
homotopyg’ above must necessarily induce this 0. The (n + 1)st obstruc- 
tion (n > 1) to a factorization of (2.6) is then a subset of H”+l(J!?‘, 2; 
l9*77 n+r(/3)); let us denote it by @+I. Making use of the natural 
isomorphism 
A * : wyx, A; e*7rn+l(p)) + w+yx, 2; e*77,+&3)) 
[see (8) Eq. (18.6)], we have 
(2.7) 
Definition 2.8. We set Con( f ‘, f “) = (d*))l@+l and call it the 
n-th obstruction to a homotopy off’ and f “. Proposition 1.19 is then an 
immediate corollary of the remarks above and Proposition 1.9. 
Finally, let g = (g, , g,) in (2.6). Then g induces (this is just a special 
case of (2.4), (2.5)) : g* : Hn+l(/3, G) + Hn+l(J?, 2; 8*G) and g# : ~~+r 
(X -f) + ~,+,(/3). We define the d ff i erence homomorphism (1.17) by 
(f’ A f”)* = (A*)-lg* : H”+‘@; G) + fP(X, A; O*G) (2.9) 
where d* is as in (2.7) but with B*G as coefficients. 
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For (1.18) we need to use the natural homomorphism 
A# :%(X 4 + %+1(% a (2.10) 
defined as follows. Given q E n,(X, A) represented by v : (P, P-l) -+ 
(X, A), O#(T) is the element represented by: 
~,x~:(E”xI,S”-~XI~E”~O~E~X~)-+(~,X) (2.11) 
Then we define 
(f’ A f”)# = g#d# : ?z(x, A) + %+I@) (2.12) 
To get the usual difference homomorphism 
(f' -f")* : Hn(Y; G) + H"(X, A; 8*G) (2.13) 
from this, we set 
(f’ -f”)*y” = (f’ A f”)* 6JJn = (A*)-1 8g,*yn (2.14) 
where the first 6 is for (B, , Y) and the second for (X, a). Similarly we 
define 
(f’ -f”)# : %(X A) - %(Y) (2.15) 
bY 
(f’ -f%7 = a(f’ * f”h7 = h’o# a47 (2.16) 
Note (from the right hand sides of (2.14) and (2.16)) that the presence 
of B, /3 and g, is irrelevant for (f’ -f”)* and (f’ - f”)# . In particular, 
we may suppose G is given as a local group just in Y for (2.13). 
3. Fundamental Classes and 
the Hurewicz lsomorphism Theorem 
We shall prove here a proposition which will be needed in the next 
section and which may be regarded as a generalization of the relative 
Hurewicz isomorphism theorem. This proposition is itself an immediate 
corollary of the formulas of Theorem 1.14. 
For this we consider a topological pair (IV, D) and we suppose that 
~TJ IV, D) = 0 for m < 9z, where n > 2. The inclusion i : D -+ W 
induces then an isomorphism i, : rri(D) w rri( IV); rl( IV) operates on 
607/3/I-6 
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T~( W, 0) via this isomorphism making ‘rr,( W, 0) a local group in W. 
We take H”( W, D; r,( W, 0)) in this sense. Also, if G is any local group 
in Wand cn is an element of EP( W, D; G), then the c#~ : .rr,( W, 0) -+ G 
of (1.11) is clearly a homomorphism of local groups in W. It induces 
therefore a homomorphism cz : H”(W, D; TT,(W, D)) -+ H”(W, D; G). 
Proposition 3.1. With (W, D) as just described, there exists an element 
en E H”( W, D; n,( W, D)) such that egn : z-71( W, D) + T,( W, D) of (1.11) 
is the identity. We call en the “fundamental class” of (W, 0). 
Furthermore, for any cn E Hn( W, D; G), we have en = cgen. In par- 
ticular, then, the correspondence cl1 + c#~ gives an isomorphism 
Hn( W, D; G) R+ Hom(n,(W, 0); G), h w eye Horn is in the sense of local 
groups in W. 
Proof. We may assume (W, D) is a CW-pair since otherwise we can 
replace the spaces by their (geometrically realized) singular complexes. 
We consider the diagram 
I 
D -D 
il , Ii 
(3.2) 
W- W 
where 1 denotes identity. From the vanishing of 7~,( W, D) for m < n, 
it is clear that the nth obstruction to a factorization of (3.2) (which must 
induce i;’ : ni( W) + ml(D)) is nonvoid. Let en be an element of this On; 
then en E H”( W, D; rn( W, D)). 
By formula (1.16), egn is the identity. By formula (1.15), cn = c$en. 
[Also, by (1.15), en = e:Lo” = &‘“.I The final statement of the propo- 
sition is immediate from this. 
Remark 3.3. The isomorphism H”(W, D; G) m Hom(r,(W, D); G) 
is a natural equivalence of functors defined on the category 9 of local 
groups G in W (i.e. $9 is the category of Z[,,( W)]-modules; see footnote 3 
above). Thus H”(W, D; G) determines Hom(n,(W, D); G) as a functor 
on 9 and this in turn, as is easily seen, uniquely determines rlz( W, D) 
as a local group in W. 
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If rrr(D) operates trivially on r,(W, D) the usual relative Hurewicz 
theorem follows from this. To see it, let h : ‘rr,( W, D) --+ H,( W, D; 2) 
be the Hurewicz homomorphism and let G be any ordinary abelian group 
[no operation of 7rl( w>]. Combining the universal coefficient theorem for 
cohomology with the last statement of Proposition 3.1, and using (1.12), 
we get that h induces an isomorphism 
h* : Hom(H,(W, D; 2); G) w Hom(q@V, D); G) 
for every such G. This implies that h is an isomorphism. (The same 
argument also gives the form of the Hurewicz theorem in Spanier 
[II, p. 3971. Note that our proof gets the result from (1.16) which in turn 
[see (7.8) below] d p d e en s on the homotopy addition theorem. 
4. Elementary Properties and Applications 
We need first to note two “naturality” properties of (1.11). Suppose 
cn E Hn(W, D; G), as for (l.ll), and suppose an-l E H+l(D; G). Let 
g : (IV’, D’) -+ (IV, 0) b e a map of pairs and let 6 and a denote the 
coboundary operator for cohomology and the boundary operator for 
homotopy of the pair (W, D). Then we have the following proposition; 
the proof is routine and we omit it. 
Proposition 4.1. 
(a) (g*c”)# = c$g# : z-%(WI, II’) + G. 
(b) (Mm-l)# = d$-;-‘a : r,(W, D) + G. 
With this and Proposition 3.1 we can look quickly at the form which 
the formulas of Theorems 1.14 and 1.20 take in certain important special 
cases, numbered I-IV below. 
I. The Left Factorization (e.g., Extension) Problem. This is the case 
B=* in (1 .l). Then 8 : n&3) m r,-r( Y) is an isomorphism and 
so is the induced a .+ : F(a.; 0*rr,(/3)) = H”(cu, e*,,-,(Y)). This being so, 
the nth obstruction to a left factorixation of fO inducing 8, denoted Oen( fo), 
is defined to be a*(JJen in Hn(,; e*,,-,(Y)). 
Similarly, if cx is an inclusion and f' and f” are two extensions off0 , 
inducing 8, then the nth obstruction to a homotopy off’ to f’ relative 
to A, denoted O”( f ‘, f “) rel A, is defined to be a*@( f ', f ") in 
fP(X, A; e*T,( Y)). 
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Given an arbitrary local coefficient group G in Y we have then 
(provided the obstructions occurring are nonvoid): 
Sf zyn-1 = YyFvYf0), y-l E H”-l( Y; G); (4.2) 
fo# w = U#“(rl)T rl E %(4, 24” E a3”(f,); (4.3) 
(f’ -f”)*y” = y”,(~P(f’,f”) rel A), y” E H”(E’; G); (4.4) 
(f’ -f”)#7, = U#“(?)? q E TJX, A), 24” E @(f’,f”) rel A. (4.5) 
where, in (4.2), the coefficient system in X, is B*G. 
These formulas follow at once from those in Theorems 1.14 and 1.20, 
using Proposition 4.1 and the definitions (2.14) and (2.16), provided G 
is a simple coefficient group. There is a minor technical difficulty in 
deriving them this way when G is a local group in Y; this is that, with 
B = *, we can not “extend” the given G to be a local group in B, . 
However, we can handle this easily for (4.2) by looking at (1.1) with B the 
Eilenberg-MacLane space K(r,(Y), 1). Thenf, and a: are as given, p is 
the inclusion of Y in this B, and we choose for fi any map X -+ B 
inducing 8; we have fia E fifO (since 0 is compatible with fO) and it is 
immaterial what homotopy is used. The given G is now (uniquely) 
extendable as a local group in B, . The obstruction OOn, n > 2, is clearly 
the same here as for the diagram with B = *, and (4.2) now follows as 
above; (4.4) is an easy consequence of (4.2) and the definitions (2.8) 
and (2.14). 
II. The Right Factorization (e.g., Lifting) Problem. Here A = * in (1.1). 
Now Oon lies in H”(X; e*z-,(p)); we shall call it the nth obstruction to a 
rightfactorization off1 inducing 0 and denote it, more explicitly, by oon( fr). 
We shall not rewrite the formulas of Theorems 1.14 and 1.20 for this 
case since there is no substantial change in them; we merely suppress A 
(and set X, = X) and we use jfl instead off in Theorem 1.14, where j 
is the inclusion (B, *) + (B, , Y). We shall return to this case below. 
For the remainder of this section we look at “primary” obstruction 
cases, where our formulas completely determine the obstruction. 
Ill. The case r&3) = 0 for m < n, where n > 2. Let can E Hn 
(/3; V&I)) be the fundamental class, as in Proposition 3.1. Note that 
B # : nr( Y) -+ T,(B) is an isomorphism so that the only 0 : nr(X) + T~( Y) 
compatible with diagram (1.1) is 0 = ,Q1fie ; we may therefore omit it 
from the notation. Formulas (1.15) and (I .21), with Proposition 3. I, 
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then give us 
f *q = 0” 
(f' n fn)*eBn = L1(f',f"). 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
Thus an n-factorization of (1.1) exists if and only iff *ea” = 0, and two 
factorizationsf’ andf” are (n - 1)-homotopic as factorizations (see $1) 
if and only if (f’ A f")*ea" = 0. 
Suppose, in addition, that A = * here. Let J’ denote the inclusion 
(B, *) -+ (B, , Y) and define 
kBn = j*e,% in fP(B; T,@)), (4.8) 
where r,(B) operates on r&3) by virtue of the isomorphism 
8;l : r,(B) M nl(Y). Th e e ement hfin may be called the primary charac- 1 
teristic class (OY “k-invariant”) of the map /I. By the remarks in II above, 
(4.6) b ecomes 
f,*ks" = @(fJ (4.9) 
[There is no significant change in (4.7) for the case A = *.] 
If, on the other hand, A is arbitrary but B = *, then the case we are 
considering is 7~,( Y) = 0 for m < n - 1. There is now the well-known 
fundamental class e;-’ in H”-‘( Y; ‘rr,-r(Y)), and (4.2) and (4.4) of I 
above become 
li&*e”;l = P(f,), (4.10) 
(f' -f")*eFl = On-l(f',f") rel A. (4.11) 
These are just the Hopf (or Hopf-Hurewicz) extension and classi- 
fication theorems. 
IV. The Case ~~(01) = 0 for m < n, where n > 2. Since 01# : nl(A) -+ 
rrr(X) is an isomorphism, 8 must bef,#a#’ and, as in III, we shall omit it 
from the notation for the obstruction. Now, from Proposition 3.1, we 
have here a canonical isomorphism H”(a; e*n#)) = Hom(7rfi(cw); n&3)), 
where every $J E Hom(n,(ol); r&I)) must satisfy ~%4 = .~&M(B) for 
Y E ~,(A)> 7 E ‘rrn(4 W e shall identify these groups here under this 
isomorphism. Then, by Proposition 3.1, formulas (1.16) and (1.22) 
become4 
U"=f&f in Homh(4 ; T@)), (4.12) 
@(f',f") = (f' A f")# in Hom(dX, A); ~+~(fl)). (4.13) 
4 In the Eckmann-Hilton point of view (14), formula (4.12) is essentially the definition 
of the obstruction. 
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Suppose, in addition, that B = * here. Letting a be the boundary 
operator rrJ01) + r,-,(A), (4.3) of I b ecomes (with the corresponding 
interpretation of Horn) 
@Yh) = f&a in Hom(rn(a); ~~-~(y>). (4.14) 
Similarly, (4.5) becomes 
O(f’,f”) rel A = (f’ -f”)# in Hom(rJX, A); r,(Y)). (4.15) 
Finally, if B is arbitrary, but A = *, then we are considering the case 
n,(X) = 0 for m < n. By the remarks in II, (4.12) becomes 
@VI) = I.# fi# in Hom(s(X), s(B)), (4.16) 
where i is the inclusion (B, *) + (BP , Y). Since nr(X) = 0, this Horn 
is in the ordinary sense for abelian groups. (There is no significant 
change in (4.13) for the case A = *.) 
5. Fibrations, Transgressions, and Thorn Classes 
We consider here the case where the map /3 of (1.1) is a fibration with 
pathwise connected fiber. Our object is to give a different version of our 
main formula (1.15) for this case, one which involves the notion of 
transgression (or suspension) in the fibration; this is Theorem 5.15 below. 
The usefulness of this lies in the fact that the determination of cz is 
essential in applying (1.15) to get information about the obstruction; the 
result below transfers this problem to the fiber F where it is, in general, 
much simpler. A similar result (Theorem 5.18)is proved for formuia( 1.21). 
We shall indicate also an application of Theorems 5.15 and 5.18 to the 
situation where F is a real homology sphere; this will involve the Thorn 
class of the fibration. Further applications of the method will be given in 
the next section. 
As for formulas (1.16) and (1.22) when fi is a fibration, not much needs 
to be said. Here r&3) is isomorphic to n-,-,(F) (see (5.3) below); thus the 
homomorphism of homotopy groups may be taken to be ‘ir,(o~) + r,-,(F) 
in (1.16) and rr,(X, A) + n,(F) in (1.22). 
We have then a fibration F 5 Y 5 B and we consider the mapping 
cylinder Ba of ,!3, as before. Let F, denote the mapping cylinder of /? 1 F; 
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then F,, is a cone on F. Let K~ denote the inclusion 
%:(Fo,F)+(439Y) 
and then denote, for any local group G in B, , 
(5.1) 
K* = a;,‘~,* : fP(fl; G) + fP1(F; G), (5.2) 
K# = K&l : L~F) + d/3), (5.3) 
where 6, and a, are for the pair (F, , F). 
It is well-known [see (5), Ch. 3, or discussion below following (5.11)] 
that K# is an isomorphism. Also, it is clear from (5.3) that if y E n-,(F), 
7 E n,-,(F), then 
K# (Yd = i#b+# (171, (5.4) 
where i, : n,(F) -+ ~i( Y) is induced by inclusion, We have then: 
Definition 5.5. We make T,-~(F) a local group in Y by letting the 
operation of ~i( Y) on n,-,(F) correspond (under K#) to its operation 
on r&3). It follows from (5.4) then that the operation of n,(F) on n-,JF) 
induced by i, : n,(F) -+ ~i( Y) is just the natural operation. 
Convention 5.6. For any 19 : nr(X) + TV compatible with 
diagram (1. l), the map K# induces then an isomorphism 
K* : H”(Cd; 8*%-&F)) 6% Hn(ol; e*?‘$#)) (5.7) 
When /3 is a fibration we shall always identify the obstruction 0,” with 
its image under ~7’ and similarly for O%(f’,f”). By this convention then 
we regard 
eon c fP(cL; e*%&(F)), (5.8) 
@(f’,f”) c W(X, A; e*TrJF)). (5.9) 
[Compare also the definition of obstructions in (I).] 
Remark 5.10. Suppose n,(F) operates trivially on n,-,(F). Since F is 
pathwise connected, the sequence 
3(F) - ire q(Y) Be - Tr,(B) -+ 0 
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is exact and we may (using 5.5) define T,-~(F) also as a local group in B 
by setting (p#r’)(~) = ~‘71 for y’ E ri(Y), 77 E rr,-i(F). Under these 
circumstances the local group O*n,-i(F) is induced byf,, : n,(X) + r,(B) 
[determined by fi in (1. l)] and does not depend on the particular 0. 
This is the situation for the obstruction theory in Steenrod’s book 
[(12), Part III]. 
We look next at the following diagram where the coefficient group G 
(an arbitrary local group in B,) is omitted from the notation: 
1 y  
, Hn-’ (‘I\ 
f  
H” (P) FH” (B) 
$0’) , (5.11) 
Here j is the inclusion (B, *) -+ (B, , Y), /3’ is the map (Y, F) 3 (B, *) 
determined by ,l3, and the rest of the arrows are obvious. The upper and 
lower sequences are both exact and both triangles are commutative; the 
square is anticommutative as can be seen by a direct argument or from 
the hexagonal lemma with H”(Ba , F) in the center of the hexagon; 
[see also (5), Ch. 41. 
[There is a corresponding (dual) diagram to (5.11) for homotopy 
groups, with all arrows reversed; we need not write it out explicitly. 
In this dual diagram & : .ir,( Y, F) -+ r,(B) is, of course, an isomorphism, 
so that by the five lemma the K# of (5.3) is also an isomorphism. We have 
already used this above.] 
Definition 5.12. Using (5.11), the transgression homomorphism 7 
and suspension homomorphism u are defined by 
7 = (/I’*)-%3 : V(Im /3’*) -+ H”(B)/ker /3’*, 
u = S-l/3’* : (,3’*)-1(Im 6) ---f H”-l(F)/ker 6. 
We define bn E H*(B; G) and an-i E H+l(F, G) to be “transgressively 
related” if San--l = P’*bR; we call such an an-l “transgressive” and such 
a bn “ suspensive.” 
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Lemma 5.13. Let G be a local group in B, . Then, if an--l E H+l(F; G) 
is transgressive, the homomorphism (1.11) 
is a homomorphism of local groups in Y. 
Proof. It is clear from (5.11) that if an-l is transgressive, then there 
exists a cn E H”(p; G) and that K*P = a”-I. With K# as in (5.3) it 
follows at once from Proposition 4.1(a) and (b) that 
a$-;’ = (K*+ = CgnK# : ?rn+(F) + G. (5.14) 
Since K# and ten are homomorphisms of local groups in Y so is aF’ . 
This brings us to the theorems which are the principal object of this 
section. In what follows ,8 is a fibration and G denotes an arbitrary local 
group in B and hence in B, . It should be noted that the induced 
operation of x,(F) on G is necessarily trivial so that, in both of these 
theorems, G acts as an ordinary (not local) coefficient group in the fiber. 
Thus, in computing the a+$-’ of Lemma 5.13, the remark in (1.12) above 
applies. 
Theorem 5.15.5 Take O,nC Hn(cll; O*rr,-,(F)) as in (5.8), n > 2, and 
suppose it nonvoid. Then, for cn E Hn(/3, G), (1.15) becomes 
f *Cn = (K*Cn)*Ogn. (5.16) 
Suppose further that A = * so that the obstruction, now denoted Oien( fi) 
(see II of $4), is a nonvoid subset of Hn(X; O*r,-,(F)). Then, if b” E Hn(B; G) 
and an-l E Ha-l(F; G) are transgressively related, 
f p” = -a;-lu;(fi) (5.17) 
Theorem 5.18. Take O+‘( f ', f ") C H+l(X, A; ~*v,-~(F)) as in 5.9, 
n > 2, and suppose it nonvoid. Then, for cn E Hn(/3; G), (1.21) becomes 
(f’ A f”)*Cn = (K*C”)@O”-‘(f’,f”) (5.19) 
and for yn-l E H”-l( Y; G) we get 
(f’ -f “)*yn-l = (i*y”-‘)*@-l(f ‘) f “). (5.20) 
5See also (14) and (15). 
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Proof of (5.16) and (5.19). Using the relationship (K*c”)# = C#%K# 
of (5.14) above in formulas (1.15) and (1.21), together with Convention 5.6, 
we get (5.16) and (5.19). 
Proof of (5.17). It follows from an examination of diagram (5.11) 
that b” and an-l are transgressively related if and only if there exists an 
element cn in H”(p; G) such that j*c?% = 6”, K*P = -an-l. Inserting 
this in (5.16) and using the fact that, with A = *,f *c” = fFj*cc, 
we get (5.17). 
Proof of (5.20). Using diagram (5.11), let cn = 6’y”-l. Then, from 
definition (2.14), (f’ - f  “)*y+l = (f’ A f  “)*cn. Applying (5.19) and 
the commutativity K*8’ = i* from (5.11), we get (5.20). 
5.21. Application: F a real homology sphere. If the fiberF is an 
actual sphere, then the determination of the primary obstruction has 
already been given in III of 94. In this connection we note that it is 
immediate from Proposition 3.1 and the isomorphism K~# : rn(F,, , F) m  
m,(B) [see (5.1)] that the fundamental cIass eBn E Wrh(p; r&3)) may be 
taken as the Thorn class of the fibration in the sense of (II), p. 283. 
Thus the form of the Hurewicz isomorphism in Proposition 3.1 gives a 
particularly simple way of demonstrating the existence of a Thorn class. 
Now suppose that our fibration is a fiber bundle (i.e., locally trivial) 
and that F is a homology (n - 1)-sphere over the reals R. We define 
a local system of groups (see footnote 3 above) r in B by setting 
r(6) = Ll(Ftj ; R) w R where Fb = P-l(b) for b E B; the operation 
of a path class in B is the customary one; see [(II), Thm. 2.8.121. 
We extend r to a local system in B, , namely the system induced by the 
collapsing map of B, onto B; note that r restricted to F is ordinary real 
coefficients (trivial operation). 
We define 
ZP1 E H+l(F; I’) m Hom(H,-,(F; R); H,-i(F; R)) (5.22) 
to be the element which corresponds to the identity homomorphism on 
the right. We assert that there exists a unique element tn E H”(fl; r), 
the “Thorn class,” such that K*tn = un-l; see (5.2). This follows from 
the usual argument for the existence of Thorn classes (our demonstration 
above using the Hurewicz isomorphism doesn’t apply here). That is, 
one proves it first for a product bundle and then uses Mayer-Vietoris 
and induction to extend it to an arbitrary bundle with the given F 
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[see (II), prob. 5, p. 283 and also 97, p. 2551. We leave the details to the 
reader. 
If we define @ E fP(B; r) by @ = -j*t” in (5.1 I), then vn and an-l 
are transgressively related. Thus formulas (5.16), (5.17), and (5.19) can 
be applied to the present case with cn replaced by t”, K*C” and an-i by 
u”-l, and bn by vu”. What remains for any particular application is to 
determine u;-’ ; this comes down to computing z&- which, by (1.12), 
is the composition 
7rne1(F) -+ H,,(R Z) + fLl(F; w (5.23) 
of the Hurewicz homomorphism and the homology homomorphism 
induced by the inclusion of Z in R. 
For example, suppose F is a compact, connected, closed (n - l)- 
manifold, with n even, such that r,(F) has finite order q and ri(F) = 0 
for 1 < i < n - 1 (e.g., a lens space). Then r,-,(F) = 2 and 
H,-,(F; R) = R and it is easy to see that (5.23) is the homomorphism 
which takes 1 in 2 into q in R. If, further, the fiber bundle is orientable 
(i.e., r is a simple local system) and X is an orientable n-manifold, then 
we have from (5.17) that a map fi : X + B, liftable on the 2-skeleton, 
can be lifted on all of X if and only if fl*vn = 0. Similarly, if X is an 
orientable (n - I)-manifold, then two maps f’, fH : X -+ Y, with the 
same projection onto B and homotopic as liftings on the l-skeleton, are 
homotopic as liftings on all of X if and only if (f’ A f”)*t” = 0 in 
fP1(X; R). 
6. Classifying Spaces and Characteristic Classes 
If L is a Lie group and B, its classifying space, then the equivalence 
classes of principal L-bundles over X are in l-l correspondence with the 
homotopy classes of maps f : X + B, . The generators of the cohomo- 
logy of B, , with appropriate coefficients, may be regarded as universal 
characteristic classes for L and their images underf * are the characteristic 
classes of the L-bundle over X induced by f. Our interest is in the extent 
to which these characteristic classes determine the homotopy class off. 
We shall first prove a negative result (Theorem 6.4) and then use our 
formulas to derive again some results of Kervaire and Peterson. Finally 
we shall give some conditions under which f# : r,(X) -+ rn(BL) deter- 
mines f up to homotopy, but characteristic classes give no information. 
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If we consider the fibration F --f Y -+ B and now suppose Y contrac- 
tible, then the suspension homomorphism of (5.12) becomes 
o : EP(B; G) + EF(F; G) (6.1) 
for any coefficient group G. The following lemma is immediate from 
Def. 5.12 and Prop. 4.1: 
Lemma 6.2. Suppose Y contractible and 6” E Hn(B; G). Then 
b,” = (ab”)#a : n,(B) + G, (6.3) 
where 8 is the boundary isomorphism: rTTIL(B) = T,-~(F). 
We use this lemma now to prove the following theorem. We shall 
also need it later below in proving Lemma 6.12. 
Theorem 6.4. Let L be a compact, connected Lie group. Let (X, A) be 
a C W-pair and let f, g : X -+ B, agree on A. Let n be given (n > 2) and 
suppose f g g (rel A) in dimension n - 1. If n is even we suppose also that 
m,-,(L) is jinite. Then 
(f-g)*:W(B,;G)+fP(X,A;G) 
has image 0 for all coeficients G. 
Proof. The assertion will follow from (4.4) if we can show that, for 
any bn E Hn(B, ; G), b,” = 0. Using Lemma 6.2 (twice) it is enough to 
show that diM2 = 0 for all dn-2 E Hnp2(sZL; G) where QL is the loop 
space on L. Now, by a theorem of Bott [see (3) or (4): expose 131, 
H,(QL; 2) is zero for m odd and has no torsion for m even. Hence 
(see (1.12) above) every dim2 is 0 and the theorem follows. (Actually, the 
Hurewicz homomorphism rTL(BL) -+ H,(BL ; 2) is zero here; this follows 
by essentially the same argument using the suspension homomorphism 
in homology.) 
Remark 6.5. The theorem just proved says that (under the given 
hypotheses on L) two principal L-bundles over X which are (n - l)- 
equivalent can not be distinguished by n-dimensional characteristic 
classes. The assertion can be interpreted positively, of course: n-dimen- 
sional characteristic classes may be used to show that bundles are not 
(n - I)-equivalent. 
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We turn now to the case where L is the infinite unitary group U, 
orthogonal group 0 or symplectic group Sp. It is a consequence of 
Bott’s work on periodicity that we can compute the Hurewicz homo- 
morphism for B, , B, , Bsp . Inserting this in (4.4) then gives us an 
explicit relationship between obstructions and characteristic classes. 
We do this briefly here as an illustration of the method; the results are 
already known from the work of Kervaire (6) and Peterson (IO). 
In what follows Z[x, , x2 ,... ] is the polynomial ring generated by the 
Xl, x.2 )... over the integers. We shall disregard signs throughout, writing 
& to indicate the uncertainty. As a standard reference for the material 
we need from the Bott theory, we use (4). 
For the unitary case, by (#), p. 17-02, 
H*(BU ; 2) = Z[x;: ) x; ,...I, (6.6) 
where x;~ E IP(B, ; Z) is the kth universal Chern class. The group 
rsk(B,) is Z and the Hurewicz homomorphism h : rrzk(Bu) + H,,(B, ; Z) 
is given by h(1) = f(k - l)! Pa, where &(ppk) = 1 [see (4), p. 11-13 
and p. 17-031. Putting this in (1.12) we get 
(&)#(l) = f(k - I)!. (6.7) 
For the orthogonal case, by (4), p. 17-18, 
H*(B o ; 2) = Z[ti , ti ,...I @ torsion 68) 
where t;k E III~~(B, ; Z) is the kth universal Pontrjagin class. The 
inclusion 0 C U induces j : B, += B,, and j*(&) = tik by [(4), p. 17-171. 
Furthermore, r&BO) = Z and the map j# : rdk(B,) + Tag is given 
by j,(l) = 1 for K even and j,(l) = 2 for k odd; this is easily seen using 
(for example) the exact homotopy sequence of the fibration U/O + 
B, --t B, [(4), p. 17-221 and the Bott values for the homotopy groups. 
Since, by Prop. 4.1, (t;k)# = (x;k)# j, we get from (6.7): 
(&>#(I) = f(3 - I>! ar,, (6.9) 
where ak is 1 for k even and 2 for k odd. 
For the symplectic case, by (4), p. 17-05, 
H*Psp ; Z) = qy; , Y;, ,...I, (6.10) 
where r;k E H4k(Bs, ; Z) is the kth universal symplectic class. The 
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inclusion Sp C U induces i : BsP + B, and i*(x;k) = y;k by (4), 
p. 17-06. Also n,,(B,,) = 2 and i, : nJk(Bsp) + rdk(B,) is given by 
i#( 1) = 2 for K even and i#( 1) = 1 for k odd; this follows easily (as above) 
using the fibration Sp + U + lJ/Sp. Then (yik)# = (x;k)#i# and 
(Y&(l) = fP - 111 b, 7 (6.11) 
where b, is 2 for k even and 1 for k odd. 
Now we return to the orthogonal case and look at the 2-torsion there. 
This is a little more delicate and we shall make use of Lemma 6.2 to 
transfer the problem to a more tractable place. We shall prove: 
Lemma 6.12. Suppose wn E Hn(B, ; 2,) with n # 1, 2, 4, 8. Then 
wgn : r,,(Bo) + 2, has image 0. 
Proof. The covering projection B,, + B, induces isomorphisms of 
homotopy groups (except for 7~~). Hence, by Prop. 4.1, we may prove the 
. . 
assertion instead for B,, . Next, using Lemma 6.2, we may prove it 
instead for SO but now with n # 1, 3, 7. Using the covering Spin -+ SO 
and then Lemma 6.2 again, just as above, we may prove it for Q Spin 
but with n # 2, 6. Finally, since there is a weak homotopy equivalence 
SO/U + 52 Spin [see (4), p. 16-031, it is enough to show that for 
un E H”(SO/U; Z,), u#~ = 0 when n # 2, 6. 
Now, we have from [(4), p. 17-281 that 
H*(SO/U; 2) = qu.; ) 24; ,...I (6.13) 
and, if we consider the fibration SO/U A B, + B,, , i*(xlk-.J = h& . 
Also rrTr4,& SO/ U) = Z and, from the homotopy sequence of this 
fibration, i#( 1) = 1 for k even and i,(l) = 2 for k odd. Hence 
(2&-2)# = (x&)#i# and we get 
(u;,-,)#(l) = (X - 2)! +, 
k 
(6.14) 
where b, is 2 for k even and I for k odd. 
We get H*(SO/U; 2,) by reducing mod 2, and this gives us our 
statement about u&L ( it is clear from Def. 1.10 that u#~ = 0 if un is 
decomposable). This proves the lemma. 
Putting the results of the computations above into (4.4) we get at once 
the following theorem [see (6)]. 
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Theorem 6.15. Let L be U, 0 or Sp. Let (X, A) be a CW-pair and 
let f, g : X -+ B, agree on A. Suppose f z g (rel A) in dim(n - l), where 
n = 2kforL = U and n = 4k for L = 0 or Sp. Let x;k , t;k , y;k be the 
kth universal Chern, Pontrjagin and symplectic classes. Then 
(a) For U: (f-g) *xLk = &(k - l)! CYak( f, g) rel A, 
(b) For 0 : (f - g)*& = -f(2k - l)! a,04k( f, g) rel A, 
(c) For Sp: (f -g)*y;k = &(2k - I)! bk@4k(f,g)relA, 
where ak = 1 for k even and 2 for k odd, and a,b, = 2. Furthermore, if 
L = 0 and f s g rel A in dim(n - l), where n is arbitrary but n # 1, 
2, 4, 8, then 
(f-g)* : D(Bo ; 2,) + fP(X, A; 2,) 
has image 0. 
We conclude with an observation (based on formula (4.5)) which 
shows that induced homomorphisms of homotopy groups can be used 
to distinguish classifying maps in some cases where characteristic classes 
fail to do so. 
Let L = 0 or Sp, let f, g : X ---t B, agree on A and suppose f E g 
(rel A) in dim(n - l), n > 2. Then if n # 4k, (f - g)* : Hn(B, ; G) + 
Hm(X, A; G) is 0 with all coefficients. However, we have the following: 
Theorem 6.16. Let f,g be as just given above and suppose n # 4k. 
We assume that the Hurewicx homomorphism reduced mod 2 : rr,(X, A) -+ 
H,(X, A; 2,) is an epimorphism. Then (f - g)# : nn(X, A) --f rrn(BL) 
is 0 zf and only zf On( f, g) rel A is 0. 
Proof. The “if” is obvious from (4.5). 
For the “only if”, suppose on E 0( f, g) rel A is not zero; then 
71% E H”(X, A; 2,) since n # 4k. From Hn(X, A; 2,) = Hom(H, 
(X, A; 2,); 2,) and the hypothesis on the Hurewicz homomorphism, it 
follows that v#“(~) # 0 for some 7 E rrn(X, A). Hence, by (4.5), 
(f-gM) f 0. 
7. Proofs of Statements in Section 1 
We have yet to prove Proposition 1.9 and Theorems 1.14 and 1.20. 
Using the notation of (2. l), Proposition 1.9 is an immediate consequence 
of Lemma 2.3 and the following lemma. 
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Lemma 7.1. There exists a map F’ : Xun + Y, inducing 0, with 
i,F’ gs fi (rel A) in dim n ;f and only if there exists an n-factorization 
of (1.1) inducing 0. 
Proof. It is clear that the existence of the homotopy (1.6) is equivalent 
to the existence of a mappingQ : Anpi x I x I + B such that, with the 
notation of Def. 1.2, Q( *, t, u) = * and 
!a% t, 1) = flf2(4 t) 
Q(a, 1, u) = fl(a(a), u) 
(7.2) 
where fi(a, t) is given by the first two equations of (2.2) and pi is the 
collapsing map B, + B. We shall need this in the argument below. 
Now suppose we have an F’ : X,/l 4 Y as stated in the lemma. 
Let R : X,,n x I -+ B, be the homotopy of i,F’ to f2 (rel A) and let j be 
the canonical map An-l x I + XZn. 
We set f’=F’IX”:X”+Y, Y=FFj’:Anplxl*Y, A= 
p,R 1 Xn x I : Xn x I + B. Then Y is a homotopy of fO to fa in 
dim(n - 1) and A is a homotopy of pf’ to fi in dim n. Finally, we set 
Q = p,R(j x 1) : (A”-l x I) x I + B. Then it is a direct verification 
that (7.2) is satisfied; hence, so is (1.6) andf’ is an n-factorization of (1.1); 
clearly, it induces 8. 
Conversely, suppose we are given an n-factorization f’ : Xn + Y 
of (l.l), inducing 0, as in Def. 1.2. Since XUrr = A” u (An-l x I) u X” 
with (a, 0) z a, (a, 1) = a(a) and (*, t) 3 a(*) = * for all t, we may 
defmeF’ : XUn -+ Y by settingF’(a) = fo(a) for a E A”, F’(a, t) = Y(a, t) 
for (a, t) E A?&-l x 1, and F’(x) = f’(x) for x E X”. This F’ induces 0. 
Since (1.6) holds for the n-factorization, there is a Q satisfying (7.2). 
Define S : Xan x I + B by setting 
%4 u> = I%,(4 
8% L 4 = Q(a, 4 4 
S(x, u) = A(x, 24) 
for (a, 24) c A’” X I 
for (a, t, 24) E (An-l X I) X I (7.3) 
for (x, 24) E X” x 1 
Then S is clearly a homotopy of pli,F’ to p1 fi (rel A) in dim n. 
It is now easy to deform this S into a homotopy of i,F’ to fi (rel A) in 
dim n by using the standard homotopy p : B, x I + B, of 1 to p1 
gotten by “sliding along the mapping cylinder.” Explicitly, we define 
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a map S of part of XUn x I x I into B, by setting 
3(x, u, 1) = S(x, U) x E xmn, 
qa, f4 0) = P(il.w), a), aEAn, 
qx, 0, 4 = Mqx), 4, x E xam, 
(7.4) 
f%% 1, v> = P(f2W7 47 x E x,n. 
By the homotopy extension property this 3 can be extended over all of 
Xan x I x I and it is clear then that 3 1 Xen x I x 0 provides the 
desired homotopy of i,F’ to ja . 
This completes the proof of the lemma and therefore of Proposition 1.9. 
We turn now to the proof of Theorems 1.14 and 1.20. There are four 
formulas to prove and we do them separately. The notation is that of 
$51 and 2. 
7.5. Proof of (1 .I 5). We give the proof first for the case where n,(B) 
and G are ordinary groups (no operation of rrr) and then comment on the 
local coefficient case. 
Let un be any element of OBn, n > 2, and let F : X, -+ B, be a map 
determining it in the manner of the definition following (2.2) above. 
Then F G ji (rel A) and F(X,“l u A) is contained in Y. 
We shall find a cellular cocycle representing c$(u”). For this, given 
any n-cell u in X, let CJI : (En, S”-r) --t (0, k) be its defining map. The 
composition Fs, : (En, 9-l) + (B, , Y) determines an element of n&I) 
and the assignment of this element to u, for each u, gives a cocycle 
representing un. Hence by Def. 1.10, if we specify another cocycle zn 
by setting 
P(U) = ((Fy)*cn)(k,J in G, (7.6) 
then xn represents c:(u”). 
Next we find a cellular cocycle representingj”~“. For this we use the 
fact that, by 2.4, j* = f 2 , and also that ji g F (rel A). The point of 
this is that F maps X,“-’ u A into Y, so that we may consider the 
sequence of maps: 
F* : H”(& , Y; G) -+ H”(X, , X,- u A; G), 
j* : Hn(X, , X,“” u A; G) + Hn(o, c?; G), 
@+ : Hn(o, b; G) + H”(En, P-l; G), 
k : Hn(Efi, P-1; G) ---f G, 
(7.7) 
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where j is the inclusion of u in X, and k is defined by evaluating each 
cohomology class on the fundamental integral homology class h, of 
(E”, P-l). It is a consequence of standard theorems on the cell complex 
computation of cohomology that the cocycle zfn which assigns to each u 
the element ky*j*F*cn represents the cohomology class F*P in 
Hn(X, , X,“-’ u A; G). Hence P represents the class f *P in 
H”(X, , A; G). 
Since P and ~0 are the same cocycle, it follows that f *P = c?$(u~) 
and this is formula (1.15). 
For the local coefficient case, essentially the same argument still holds, 
with proper care being given to the interpretation. Now it is desirable to 
deform F still further so that all the O-cells of X, go into * in B, . The 
defining map q~ above is chosen so as to map * in En into a O-cell s in u, 
and this s is chosen as a base point for a. The map F now induces from G 
in B, a local system of groups spread over the cell complex X, , by 
assigning to each O-cell the group G and to each path X between vertices 
the operation on G given by the loop F(h) ; see the reference in footnote 3 
above. The definitions of the cocycles zn representing c$(u”) and z’” 
representingf *I? are now just as before, the coefficients being understood 
in the particular local system in X, just described. Since the cocycles are 
identical, once again we get (1.15). 
7.8. Proof of (1.16). Let 7 E z-%(u) be represented by a map Z,!J : 
(En, P-l) ---f (X, , A). Let U” and F be as in (7.5) above and (for 
convenience) we suppose F deformed further so that all O-cells of X, 
go into * in B, . 
By cellular approximation, we may suppose that En is cellularly 
subdivided and that $ is a cellular map. Let 7 be any n-cell of En and 
let & = J, 1 7, so that we have 
Choose a O-cell q in r as base point for 7. Then, since F(X:-l) is in Y, 
F& represents an element r/7 of n-,(B, , Y; *). Since, by (2.5) and the 
properties of F,f#(v) = f2#(~) = F,(q), we have by the homotopy 
addition property 
summed over all n-cells 7 in En; here pcL, is the automorphism of 
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nr,(Bg , Y; *) determined by the loop F$(X) where X is any path (in the 
(n - I)-skeleton of the subdivision of En) from * to 4. 
Next we consider U+?(T) = (#*(u”))(h,) where h, is as in Def. 1.10. 
A cellular cocycle wn representing +*(u”) is defined by setting wn(7) 
equal to the element of rr,(&, Y; *) determined by the map F\L, : 
(T, +) -+ (& , Y); that is, ~~(7) = 8, . Taking account of the fact that 
this is a local coefficient cocycle, we get that 
($*wNw = 1 P4WYT)) = c WI7 (7.10) 
where p7 is as above. Comparing with (7.9) we get u#n(~) = f#(q) and 
this proves (1.16). 
7.11. Proof of (1.21). By Def. 2.8, P(f’, f”) = (d *)--l@+l, where 
@+I is the (n + I)-st obstruction to a factorization of (2.6) and d* is 
given by (2.7). Letting g = (g, , g,} as in (2.9), we get from (1.15) 
Applying (A*)-l, commuting with the coefficient homomorphism c$+r, 
and using (2.9), we get (1.21). 
7.13. Proof of (1.22). We use the notation of (7.11) just above. 
We have d*un in fln+l and d#q in rr,+r(X, 2); see (2.10). Then (1.16) 
gives us 
g#(d#d = (d*@)#v#rl)* (7.14) 
The left side of (7.14) is just (f’ a f”)#(q); see (2.12). 
For the right side, we recall that A * is the coboundary operator of the 
triad (X x I; X x 0, X x 1 u A x I). We use d * also for the cobound- 
ary operator of (E” x I; En x 0, En x 1 u S-l x I) and d, for the 
corresponding triad boundary operator. If h, and h,+r are fundamental 
classes of En and En x I (modulo their boundaries), then clearly 
A&n+, = hn . We now have, starting from (2.10) and Def. 1.10: 
(A *u”>#(~#7) = ((Y x 1)*(~*fwhn+l) = @*cp*Qwn+,) 
= b*4(~*~n+l) = (3)*uw?J = U#%). 
This completes the proof. 
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